

AWARD TRAVELING FELLOWSHIPS TO THREE STUDENTS

Fifteen Resident Fellows Will Also Be Created For Research Here

AWARDS BY PRESIDENT

A record attendance of the Class of 1937 is expected to be present at the National Technical Conference and Seminar to be held this Friday afternoon and evening.

On the campus of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the 163 higher degrees which will be awarded today, make Doctors of Philosophy, four Doctors of Science, five Masters of Science, and one Doctor of Public Health, awarded to members of the Class of 1937.

On the campus of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the 163 higher degrees which will be awarded today, make Doctors of Philosophy, four Doctors of Science, five Masters of Science, and one Doctor of Public Health, awarded to members of the Class of 1937.

The first showing of this new idea to the classes will be made by Mr. Robert Grant, a member of the class of 1937. The following will be the members of the faculty as they move along and announce the names of the students who will be awarded the highest scholastic honors:

2. Mr. W. W. Martin, President of the Institute.
3. Mr. R. M. Smith, President of the Alumni Association.
4. Mr. A. L. Aldred, President of the Faculty.

The following is the representative list of the class of 1937:

- Raymond P. Hibben
- Mr. W. W. Martin
- Mr. R. M. Smith
- Mr. A. L. Aldred

Eligibility for Traveling Fellowships:

1. Must be a member of the class of 1937.
2. Must have a grade point average of 3.5 or better.
3. Must have completed at least one year of study at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
4. Must have been recommended by the faculty.
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1. Must have completed at least one year of study at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
2. Must have a grade point average of 4.0.
3. Must have been recommended by the faculty.
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